Stability of the window process is thus interesting to study.
I . INTRODUCTIOY
Most of the performance studies of Adaptive Window Protocols (AWP) consider specific instances of the problem (for example [3] . 121, [61 study Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (ATMD) protocols). However, various modifications to TCP are frequently proposed to address specific problems arising in various types of networks; recent examples include Highspeed TCF [51 and Scalable TCP C41 proposed for very high bandwidth-delay product networks. These new proposals can also be viewed in the framework of Additive Increase protocols so that now the additive increase in a round-trip time is function of the current window size (it is constant in the case of standard TCP). Performance related analysis of any such protocol has always been an important issue. It is thus desirable to have a general framework (and its solution) for performance anakysis of an AWP.
The loss process seen by a TCP sender may have its origin in deliberate markingldropping owing to some active queue management (AQM) scheme employed in the network, or could be due to congestion losses or link errors, in general the rate of receiving a loss signal will depend on the window process itself (see [6] for related discussion). In this study, we consider a general state dependent loss rate. It is clear that the stability of window process of a general AWP will depend on the rate at which it receives loss signals. For example, an aggressive protocol may result in very high windows for moderate loss rates and vice versa.
Stability of the window process is thus interesting to study.
We address the problem of finding conditions for stability of a general AWP controlled window evolution under a general statedependent loss rate. The contributions (and organization) of this work is as follows:
Section 11: We give a characterization of a general AWP and identify the various quantities that determine the performance o f such protocols. The window evolution under a general AWP is mapped to that under an AWP with a linear increase profile (like in standard TCP). Kolmogorov equations satisfied by the stationary probability measure is then derived. Section 111: Gives conditions under which two AWPs have related stationary distribution. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the window process under multiplicative decrease protocol is also related to the workload process in a queueing system. Section 1%': We give a general methodology for analysis of any such protocol while allowing for a general window dependent drop rate. The stationary distribution of a general AWP with a general loss rate is related to that of an AWP with linear increase profile and a constant loss rate. This observation is important as the latter system is easier to analyse. An analvric expression for the stationaq! distribution of the system with an AWP wifh linear increase projile and a constant loss rate is provided. Section V and VI: We apply the results of Section IV to study the performance of recently proposed TCP modifications (Scalable TCP [4] and Highspeed TCP 151). We also refine an existing result on the standard AlMD protocol of TCP.
We obtain some results of independent interest of queueing systems theory by relating the window process under a multiplicative increase multiplicative decrease (MLMD) protocol to the workload process in an MIDI1 queue. This provides us with a closed form expression for the workload process in an MIDI1 queue with bounded workload process. We also obtain a dualie relation between the customer averages in a DM/l queue and time average in an M/D/1 queue (boih queues with bounded workload capacity).
Section VII: We obtain some stochastic ordering relations for a protocol with different bounds on window. A closed form necessary and sufficient stability condition using the stochastic ordering for the window process is established.
The proofs of all the results of this paper can be found in [131. The report 1131 also contains some additional results. Since the paper addresses many issues? for sake of making clear the context of discussion, we decided to spread the discussion on related literature across the paper instead of mentioning them together. An extensive literature survey on TCP modeling can be found in [6] .
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THEMODEL
We consider an AWP controlled persistent file transfer over an Internet (bottleneck) link, For applications using Highspeed and Scalable TCP. this link will typically be a very high bandwidth-delay product link. We assume that the connection is long enough to see a stationary regime and that its throughput performance is governed by the steady state regime (see [?I for justification of this assumption). Required conditions for existence of such a regime are provided in a later section. Recent applications usirtg Highspeed TCP and Scalable TCP typically transfer very large volume files and hence studying persistent transfers is justified in such cases. We model the process of losses as a Poisson process with a time varying intensity that depends on the instantaneous window size of the AWP [6] . These losses could be owing to congestion losses, random link losses or some deliberate packet markingldropping by the router buffer using an AQM.
As is common in related studies (121, [3] , [Fjl) , we consider the evolution of window as an infinitely divisible fluid. where f ( , ) is a Lipschitz continuous function bounded below by some positive quantity. We also assume that there is a lower bound on the window size, denoted z,in.
The increase in window size can not continue for ever because drops owing to congestion or channe1 losses or AQM marking can occur at random instants in time'. Let N ( t ) be the counting process corresponding to the loss events, i.e., N ( t ) -
N ( t -U ) is the number of losses in time interval (t -U , t].
In what follows, we assume that N ( t ) is a Poisson process with time varying intensity. Further, we assume that the instantaneous rate of the N ( t ) process depends only on the current window size zt of the connection. Let X(x) be the rate of N ( t ) process when window size zt = z. The assumptions imply that loss results in a window reduction (this is because TCP assumes that each packet drop/mark corresponds to a congestion event in the network). Under the fluid model, it is standard to assume that this window reduction is reflected as an instantaneous jump in the xt process. Thus for small A, if N ( t + A ) -N ( t ) = I, the window is instantaneously reduced as
for some function g ( . ) such that g(z) < z and ,q(xmin) : z,in. Additionally, g ( . ) is such that if q < x2 then either 'Congestion losses occur also when the window size reaches the practical limit of the total round trip pipe size (sum of the link bandwidth-dzlay product and the router buffer). This aspect of congestion losses will be addressed later in this section. For presentabon of the basic model, we assume here that there is no upper bound on xt. 
The reason for introducing this transformation is that it simplifies the analysis and visualisation of the window evolution process since now the transformed process has a linear increase profile (gt+A -gt = A + o(A)). Since f(.) > 0, it is seen that F ( .) is strictly increasing and hence invertible. Thus there is a one to one correspondence between an AWP and its linearly increasing counterpart. A detailed justification of the above transformation is given in [13] . Under the above transformation, the loss process has an intensity x(y) = A(F-l(y)) when yt = y. In case of a Ioss event in interval [t! t + A] !he decrease profile of this uansformed protocol will be determined by F ( . ) and g(.) as, The map F : W H Y is actually a transformation from a general increase protocol to an additive increase protocol (like the standard TCP's congestion avoidance algorithm). Thus, it is enough to study protocols following an additive increase general decrease algorithm. In the rest of this section we will only work with an AWP that has a linear increase profile and a general decrease profile in the presence of a general window dependent loss rate A(.).
Let ymin = F($,in) be the lower bound on the transformed window size.
Since the set s i x ) is connected and compact for each 1: with inf .(E) = z, the set S(g) is also connected and compact for any given y and inf S(y) = y. Note that the above definitions imply that G(H(y)) = y. The interpretation of these quantities are as follows: S(y) is the set of all possible window sizes, greater than or equal to p, such that an occurrence of a loss event at these window sizes resulls in a window size of at most y, and H ( y ) is the maximum such window size.
We now give the quantities defining an A W , and the transformation introduced above for some standard examples.
For the case of an additive increase multiplicative decrease protocol like the congestion avoidance algorithm of standard TCP,
For the case of an MIMD protocol like the slow start algorithm of standard TCP or Scalable TCP [4] .
y(x) = pa: The window evolution process described above does not incorporate any bound on the maximum allowed window size. In practice, however, there will be an upper bound A4 on the window size that the AWP is allowed to use. This bound usually is either the receiver's advertised window (which is the maximum number of packets that the receiving entity's receive buffer can accommodate) or the total round trip pipe size. 
where such an M does not exist, i.e., IF"' < M < H" for some m. is not possible since the definition of G ( .) depends on gmin and A4 implicitly, and it ensures that G(GmP1) = ymim so that H" = Ad.
We consider a further modification in the evolution of the window process 'yt. For this modified process. the window size is unbounded. However, when > Go, we assume that the loss rate is constant and equal to X(Go). We also assume that if a loss event takes place when y 2 Go. the window is dropped to he the denshy function and n(z) be the disuibution function of the xt process with an increase profile f( .), decrease profile G( .) and loss rate A( .). The Kolmogorov
RELATIONS BETWEEN WINDOW EVOLUTIONS OF
Two SYSTEMS We now consider two systems, 1 and 2, having their own increase and decrease profiles and loss rates, denoted by fi(.),gi(.), Xi(.), i f {172}. We provide a condition under which these two systems have related stationary probability distribution. Assuming that gl(x) = g2(a) = y(z), V IC, and that in both the systems the upper bound on the window is the same (and is equal to M ) , the Kolmogorov equations for the two systems are
where is the expected loss rate in the it* system. 11 is clear from the above set of equations that if = a, Vx, the xl(z)lil(z) and F, both being probability density functions integrating to unity, are equal for each z. tem using the analysis of the other related system. We use this result in Section VI-B where we use the observation that an AIMD protocol with constant loss rate and an MIMD protocol with linear loss rate satisfy the requirement of Theorem I as for the first (AiMD) system f(x) = cy and X(x) = X while for the second fMIMD) system f(x) = 6% and A(z) = Arc. and both have same multiplicative decrease factor. Since the analysis €or the first system is known from I31, we use it to find stationary distribution for the MIMD protocol with linear loss rate.
In the special case where both the system use multiplicative decrease profile with a constant decrease factor P, we can get some more detailed equivalence between the two systems. This is done next. and A(.), then in the zt process, the customer arrival rate is X ( M e c Z t ) and service rate is w, both depending on the workload process zt. Thus we get a queueing system with constant service requirements and state dependent service rates and arrival rates. We get meorem 2: Consider window evolutions in the two systems 1 and 2 introduced above, both with same multiplicative decrease profile. If = then the disuibution of window size just before loss instants is same in both h e systems, Apptying this result to the two systems satisfying the above condition where the first one is AUlD with constant loss rate and the second one is MIMD with linear loss rate, we see that the stationary distribution of the window process just before (and h e m just after) loss instants is same. Thus, the standard AIMD protocol with constant loss rate is same as MIMD protocol with linear loss rate in the sense that the'distribution of the window sizes just before losses are the same for the two.
Further, since Theorem 2 is valid for any two AWPs satisfying the required conditions, it is seen that if for one of the AWPs the loss rate is constant, the PASTA property implies that the stationary (time average) distribution of the window size in the system with constant. loss rate is same as the window size distribution just before losses in either of the system. Now we specialize Theorem 1 to the case of multiplicative decrease protocols and provide a stronger result. where C = X2(bl)n;(nr) with Ilt(.) denoting the complementary distribution function.
Corollun. 1: Consider the scenario of Theorem 3. Then
x , ( n~) n g (~ 
Remark It is worth noting that Theorem 4 gives the workload process distribution in a queue with Poisson arrival process, state dependent deterministic service requirements and bounded workload process (this is because the process M -zt corresponds to the workload process in the mentioned queueing system). In Proposition 2 we give details for the standard M/D/1 queue with finite workload capacity. Remark As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the stationary distribution for the transformed system of AWP with linear increase profile and constant loss rate with a bounded window also gives the distribution of the original window process with state dependent loss rate and general increase profile upto a multiplicative constant. Til1 now the development did not consider exact € o m of loss rate A(.) for the original process. In the foilowing sections we consider specific forms of A(.) to find the stationary window size distribution and work out the solution of Kolmogorov equation for several available TCP versions. We start with the case where X(z) = A, independent of the current window size in Section V. We then consider the situation of a linearly increasing loss rate, i.e., A(x) = X z in Section VI.
v. CONSTANT LOSS RATES: A(%) =
We give a method of solving the Kolmogorov equations for a general AWP with constant loss rate. This method has been used in Section IV and we briefly mention it here for sake of completeness. First observe that any transformation applied to the window size does not affect the loss rate. Thus for any given AWP, we can always apply the transformation introduced in Section Ti-A to get a linear increase profile.
For the evolution of this transformed process, we see that the jump rate (loss rate) is still A, independent of anything else. Thus we need only study the case of linear increase general decrease protocols. In this section we first identify the special smcture of the Kolmogorov equation for window evolution with constant loss rate with a general decrease profile. We then work out the details for Scalable TCP [4] .
Here we do not dwell into the issue of lower bound zmin on the window size of the original process. This is because the lower bound on the transformed process is ymzn = F(z,,,) can take very different values depending on F ( >. For example, if the original AWP is MIMD, the function F ( . ) turns out to be logarithmic and hence the lower bound ympn can be --oo or 0 depending on whether zmzn = 0 or 1, respectively.
For this case the Kolmogorov equations are 7r(u)Xdu, G1 < g ,
Using integrating factor method for the Kolmogorov equation
for y 2 G1, we get
4J
Assuming that H ( . ) are such that U( .) is continuous at Gi! Vi, we have IIk(G'-') = llk-I(Gk-'),k 2 2. For k 2 2, this gives us II, (.) recursively as Similar approach has also been used in [3] which considers an AIMD protocol with constant loss rate.
A. Application to MIMD Profocols with Bounded Window
Once again our approach will be to transform the MIMD window evolution to the case of a linear increase profile. For the case of MIMD protocols, the window evolution is [7] assumes that the customer that can make the workload to exceed a certain fixed threshold is lost. While in our case such a customer is not completely lost but is admitted with a service that makes the workload process qual to the threshold. Our result is thus of independent interest in queueing theory. 
Remark
Y n + l = (Yn + an -Q)+~
where si is the root of the equation $+A = Xes/' in R e ( s ) < 0. The stability condition for the workload process of this DIMI1 queue (and, equivalently, for the window size process {yt}) is 0 > $.
In order to obtain the distribution at a random arrival instant. we note that the window size just before loss instant, Y;+~, is given by y;+l = yYn + a,. Since a,s are exponentially distributed with parameter A,
Using PASTA property, the window size distribution at a random time is the same as that seen by the loss arrivals.
Since y = %, the window disuibution at any random time
is ( 5 )
Remark This approach can also be used for bounded window process when loss rate is large enough so that the bound is attained with negligible probability.
Remark If the window size in the original process (zL] is bounded by a value of A4 then the evolution of the process {yn) (now embedded just before loss instants in the process
which is the workload just after an arrival in a DMI1 queue with a bounded workload capacity of e. The connection to MD/1 queue implies that this is also the residual workload seen by arriving customers in an MIDI1 queue with finite workload capacity. We have, using the PASTA property in the M/D/1 system, Theorem 5: The distribution of workload process just after arrivals in a DMI1 queue with a finite workload capacity is same as that of the residual workload in an M/D/1 queue with same bound on the workload capacity. This phenomenon can be viewed as a duality between the time averages in an MIDI1 queue and the customer averages in a DfMI1 system.
VI. LINEAR Loss RATE: X(z) = AX
In this section we give a general expression for the stationary distribution of the window size process with a linear increase profile under a linear loss rate assumption for general window decrease profile. We then provide the stationary distribution €or Scalable TCP and Highspeed TCP under linearly increasing loss rates. This is of practical interest as a linear loss rate is seen by the connection when each packet is dropped with a fixed probability p (see [61) .
A. Additive Increase General Decrease AWP
We now consider an AWP with a linear increase profile and assume that the loss rate is linearly increasing with the window size. ?,e., X(u) = Xu for some X > 0. This is the case of practical interest because the standard congestion avoidance phase of TCP is linearly increasing. Moreover. recently proposed Highspeed TCP IS] opens up a possibility of wide range of protocols where the window increase is approximately linear (with a larger additive increase constant as compared to the standard TCP) and the decrease is given by some window dependent factor. As mentioned already, loss rates in cases where each packet is dropped with a fixed probability and TCP drops its window at most once in a roundtrip time indeed increase linearly with the window size of the A W . In the following we assume that the increase profile is same as that in standard TCP, i.e., window increases by one unit per unit time; this can be assumed because an increase profile with a different (constant) slope can be mapped to that of unit slope while keeping the loss rate linear using the transformation introduced in Section 11-A.
Proposition 3: For x such that G1 < IC < Go, the stationary distribution is, for cl = XGo[l -n(G0)]e*, where c j are some constants to be computed using the exact form of G( .).
For numerical computations, we can use continuity of n(.) at the boundaries G' to compute cj's like done in Section V-A. Now we work out the above expression for the case of AIMD protocol.
1) The Case of Standard TCP: AIMD: For the case of standard TCP with linear window dependent loss rate, 163 has obtained an expression for the stationary window size distribution. Their method however requires guessing the expression for the stationary distribution and then proving it inductively. Our approach is to directly determine the distribution without need for guessing. This is a considerable amount of simplification for the case of a general AWP as we will see in section VI-B that the distribution can in general be not straightforward to guess. We will also see in the present section that the very nature of AIMD makes it (relatively) easier to predict the structure of the stationary distribution. 
'
with bo = 1. Here c1 are integration constants.
Proof See [13] for proof and closed form expression for cjs in terms of Gamma functions. a A similar expression has been obtained in [6] . However, [6] provides only the recursion for the integration constants appearing in their expressions. They need to compute the value of these constants using numerical integration at the end, whereas we have a closed form expression for these constants. The model of [6] allows for the window size of 0 packets (during time-out periods) and also allows multiplicative decrease while window size is less than one packet, this makes their recursion of infinite length. This also results in a large discrepancy in the distributions for small window sizes. As we pointed out in Section LII-A, allowing for a window size of less than one packet may result in a model that is stable in only a restricted set of parameter values. Further, [6] also accounts for timeout periods and also distinguishes between triple dupack losses and timeout based loss recovery. It is seen that our model is easily extended to consider these possibilities (though we believe that these phenomenon are rare, hence not of significant importance, when the TCP-SACK version is used).
B. MIMD Protocols with Linear Loss Rates
Recall the evolution of window process (~t } for MIMD protocol from Section V-A. The window is bounded below by a constraint of xmin = 1 packet. The window evolution under such scenario is depicted in Figure 1 . The figure shows that the Here clk' are constants obtained by normalising n ( . ) to get probability measure and PA^ is probability mass at M .
(k)
Proof: See I131 for expressions for PM and ci .
0
One is often interested in finding the moments of the window process. This can be obtained easily without need to compute the coefficients C , !~) as fdlows. We assume here that z , i n = 0 and M = CO; this is expected to approximate the case when the upper and lower bounds are not attained
we get all the moments of the window size distribution. We see from the above that the tail of the window size distribution is exponentially decaying and that all the moments exist. that HSTCP is similar to the standard AIMD algorithm of TCP where in each round-uip lime. the window is incremented by a small value (in this case % = ub(w)). If we take p > -2, then we get a proiocol whose window increment increases with the window, for example, taking p = -1 implies that HSTCP is similar to Scalable TCP in behavior since now the increment is approximately linear in window size. This observation suggests need for care in tuning the HSTCP parameters. It also implies the possibility of existence of a choice of , u E (-2, -1) which is neither as aggressive as Scalable TCP nor conservative as standard TCP. Now we analyse HSTCP assuming that A % 0 so that the decreasc factor is constant. Since the form of function b(w) is a design choice {see E51), this form of b(w) can be chosen for simplicity of implementation. Further, for this choice of b(w) we can find the stationary window size distribution €or the protocol for different values of p as follows: First observe that for b(w) = B. the increase profile of the protocol is and assuming a linear loss rate X(w) = Xw, the Kolmogorov equation can be transformed to the case of unit loss rate as in
X(2 -B )
Now, this Kolmogorov equation, when transformed to the case of AWP with linear increase profile, becomes
The closed form solution for this equation is known from 131 as t h i s corresponds to the case of AUlD protocol with constant loss rate (here we have used the fact that -p > 0 so that
VII. STABILITY RESULTS
An important problem now is to study the stability of the process {Q) for a given AQM or loss profile (A(-)) and a given ANT increaseldecrease profile (the functions f( .) and g ( .)).
Alternatively, for a given AWP, one would like to design an AQM profile; this design process must obviously address the issue of the stability of the window process under the chosen AQM profile. By stubiEity here we mean that the window size (or the buffer occupancy) should, with large probability, take values in compact sets. In the following we give necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of the { z t } process; these condition can then be used in the design of AQM profile.
We first provide a stochastic ordering result which says that the steady-state window process with a larger upper bound is stochastically larger than the process with a smaller upper bound. We then give a necessary and sufficient condition for existence and uniqueness of an invariant measure for the window process such that this measure has most of its mass concentrated on compact sets. We then provide a transformation from a process with state-dependent loss rate
to one with state-independent loss rate. The necessary and sufficient stability condition for state-independent loss rate is then seen to apply to a general AWP with a general loss rate. Since the loss rate A(,) can take very different forms if an Active Queue Management (AQM) scheme is used, the study of this section also applies to the interaction of an AQM and AWP,
A. Constniction of Bounded Processes
Throughout in this section we will assume that the deterministic increase of the {xt} process is linear. We have already seen that an AWP with a general increase profile can be continuously transformed to the one with linear increase, The assumption on ( z t } process made above is then justified by the fact that a continuous transformation preserves compactness of sets and hence will also preserve stability property.
Consider the sequence {$} of window processes bounded above by a constant M . Between jumps, the process { . E " } increases linearly. However, if the process achieves the level 11.1, it stays there until next jump (which occurs at rate X(M)).
For each such hf, let T A~ (.) and TIM (.) denote. respectively, the stationary density and distribution for the bounded process {E?} (we assume existence of these). Let PM denole the point mass at AI of the stationary probability for {xiw}. 
(8) here B ( s , y ) denotes the probability that a jump is to point less than or equal to y given that a downward jump occurred when zt = z. For evolution of the window process { z t } , we see that B ( s , . ) 1s a unit step function since the jumps are deterministic. i.e., B ( z , y) = I(y > g(z)}.
B. Limit of lhe Bounded Processes
It is to be noted here that the convergence of h e process (9) Proposition 6: The process {q} is stable and has an invariant measure T(,) if n~(.) forms a tight hmily of probability measures.
Proof: See [13] . (See [9] for definition of tight family of probability measures.)
Above we showed, via a weakly convergent subsequence, that an invariant probability measure exists if the sequence { l l~( . ) ) is tight. However, it may be possible that there are many subsequences of { n h~ (.)} converging to different weak limits. In that case each of these weak limits is an invariant measure. Below we give sufficient conditions under which such a situation does not arise. This condition is satisfied by AWP controlled window evolution with state-independent loss rate. Remark The monotonicity property obtained above is not an intuitive result. This is because for the bounded processes, though the solution to the Kolmogorov equations can be monotone, the normalization required to make them probability measures can have an unpredictable effect in general. In our case. however. it turns out that monotonicity is preserved by the required normalisation.
Remark Since the proof of Lemma 1 is sample-path wise and does not use the exact form of the increase profile, we see that it applies also to the system with a general increase profile and a constant loss rate.
We have shown above lhat the sequence { I l~( z ) } is monotone non-increasing for specific structure of B( ', . [I 11 ). The results of this section are for Markov processes of a specific kind and the criteria for checking the tightness as in Theorem 6, obtained from establishing monotonicity probability measure over constrained state spaces is new.
We now make the following conjecture, Figure 3 which shows that, in agreement with Theorem 2 , this distribution is same for the two systems. Now, we compute the numerical values from our analysis of Section VI-B and compare it with simulation results of Figure 2 for MIMD with linear loss rate. Figure 4 gives the comparison between analysis and simulations. Since the density functiqn is already plotted in Figure 2, large values of n could be owing to finite simulation runlengfh. Figure 5 gives results from simulation and numerical computation of analysis of Section VI-A.1 for TCP's standard AIMD protocol with linear loss rate for different values of X = l e -5 , 2 e -5 and 5e -5. The slight discrepancy between simulation and analytical results could be owing to numerical problems involved in solving the required recursions (see [3] for discussion on similar lines). The plot shows results for values of the parameter = -0.9, -1.0, -1.2. In order to do this. we varied the parameters pl and p h accordingly. The figure also gives numerical results from the analysis of, Section VI-C. It is observed from the figure that one can approximate any increase function only by varying 1-1 while keeping the multiplicative drop factor b(w) constant. In particular, we note that the distribution is very sensitive to the value of the parameter p. This simplifies the algorithm as now there are not many independent design choices and, moreover, the analysis of Section VI-C combined with that of [3] provides closed form result for the stationary distribution.
IX. CONCLUS~ON
We considered a general congestion control protocol with a state dependent loss probability. We obtained closed for and !he workload process in a finite capacity queueing system with state dependent service and arrival rates and a state dependent deterministic service requirement. Several results of independent interest in queueing theory were obtained. Some monotonicity properties of the stationary window distribution as well as a necessary and sufficient condition for stability of the window size process were proved. We have assumed that rhe loss A(.) is a given function. This may be the case in the applications using AQM schemes and where congestion losses are rare, However, when most of the losses are owing to congestion losses, it appears to be more realistic that the form of A(.) will itself be determined , by the AWP. Also, it is possible that, like in model of [121, the loss process A(,) may itself be a stochastic process. These considerations are topic of further research.
Theorem 7 may not be easily verifiable for a general AWP decrease profile [since this involves finding the functions
A(.)).
A simpler condition to establish the convergence or divergence of the involved series is yet another further possible direction.
In the analysis of WSTCP we have chosen a muitiplicative decrease algorithm with window independent decrease factor.
We now aim at using some approximations for the evolution of the window process using the drop profile suggested in [5] . It is ais0 important to study an optimal choice of the parameter P -
